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CJJedication
In token of his granite-like honesty in all
business dealings, his integrity of character,
his unfailing courtesy in official relationships,
his kind ly sympathy in personal contacts, his
wise counsel in business affairs, his twcntyscl'en .rea,·s of loyal service to Clemson College. and his unselfish service to the thousands of Clemson students who hal'e known
him and admired his sterling qualities, this
\'Olume is affectionately dedica tcd to that
South Carolina gentleman, the Treasurer of
Clemson College-

Samuel 'ToJilds Evans
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MR. S. W. EVANS

Reward is a Certainty
FOR THE l\IAN WHO SELLS
HIS IDEA 1'0 THE WORLD
Your idea can be no better sold than through
the medium of proper printed literature; as
results from their Graphic Arts Departments
with its moclern equipment and skilled craftsmen.

Such is our service to your
opportunity of reward.

• •
College Annuals, Catalogs, Handbooks,
Booklets, Folders, Labels,
Business Stationery

• •

Jacobs Graphic Arts Co.
f'LINTON, S. C.

Commercial Artists
Photo Engravers
Printers and Electrotypers
Mall inquiries given prompt attention.
Representatives will call as requested.

J. E. WALDROP

Editor-in-Chief
Y.M.C,A.
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FOREWORD

This bool{ is publi shed so that you may
become mol'e quickly acquainted with the college. 'l'hel'e is much fol' you to learn about
your coll ege. Read this book and make use
of it as a handy reference fol' finding the in formation about Clemson. A ca refu l read ing
will give the stud ent an idea of his college
in Its many aspects.

B. T . LANHAM
Associate Editor

ALMA MATER
( A. C. Co rc oran, ' I 9)

Where the Blue Ridge yawns Its greatness,
Where the Tigers play;
Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Reign su1ireme always.
CHORUS
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph,
And with all our might,
That the 'l'iger's roar may echo
O"er the mountain height.
We will dream of greater conquests
For our past is grand,
And her sons have fought and conquered
Every foreign land.
Where the mountains smile in grandeur
O"er the hill and dale,
Here the Tiger la ir Is nestling
Swept by storm and gale.
We are brothers strong in manhood,
For we wo rk and strive;
And our Alma Mater relgneth
Ever in our lives.
(When this song Is played or sung at student gatherings or on other occasions all will
stand with heads uncovered.)

ADVANTAGES OF PROFANITY

It takes away the necessity of Increasing one's
vocabulary.
It reveals carelessness of thinking.
It points out the user as a coarse and vulgar
person.
It dwarfs one's aspiration towards ideals.
It lessens moral courage.
It discloses a man's doubt of his own truthfulness.
It Indicates one's past associations.
It provides encouragement Instead of restraint
of one's temper.
It keeps company with Ignorance, brutality,
and vulgarity.
It le1tds Inevitably to other vices.
It reveals weakness, not strength, of character.
It attrncts to one those friends who do not
expect much from him, nor from themselves.

To every man there openeth a way, and ways,
and a Way;
And the high soul climbs the high way,
and the low soul gropes the low.
While all between, on the misty flats, the rest
drift to and fro.
But to every man there openeth a high
way and a low,
Aud every man decideth which way his soul
shall go.
-John Oxenham.
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COLLEGE

CALENDAR , SESSION

1935 -19 36

1935

Entrance Examinations .... September 9 and 10
Ma tricu lation a nd Registration, new students
8eptcmber 11, 8 :00 A. i\I. to 6 :00 .P. lll.
First payment due Treasurer, new students
September 11
Matriculation and Registration, upper classmen, September 17, 8 :00 A.ill. to 6 :00
P.M.
First payment due Treasurer, uppc,· classmen
September 17
Second payment due 'L'reasurer, all students,
November 21
Thanksgiving Day (holiday) ..... November 28
Christmas Holidays begin at 12 Noon, December 21
1936

f'hristmas Holidays end at 10 P. i\L .... Jan. 2
~'irst Semester ends .. . ............. Febrnary 1
Third payment due 'l'reasurer, all students
February 1
Registration, Second Semester ...... February 3
:\lid-Year Graduating Exercises .... l?ebruan• 4
Ji'lourth

payment

due

'l1 reasurer,

all

students,

April 1
Final College Examinations encl ...... . . i\Iay 31
CommPncement Exereise begin . . .... .. .. June 1
Graduating Exercises .... . . . .......... . June 3
XOTE: 'rh e above schedule is subject to
change by the Faculty.

. DON 'T GIV E UP !

When you're unhappy and things go wrong,
And the passing days seem sad and long,
\Vhen tiresome your work and bad :rour luck,

Just crack a smile and don't give up.
When on the exam rou feel like you can't,
And those big questions make you feel like you
ain't,
Just brace like a man and act like a buck,
And show to them that you won't give up.
When the debts are many and the funds are
low,
And the checks come in very scarce and slow,
Just when it seems that you're out of luck,
Just turn around and don't give u1i.
Just
And
Just
And

when you feel that you're at the end,
wish that you had life to begin,
look at the world that knows your luck,
tell them that you won't give up.

When you're forsaken by your best of friends,
And your number of enemies seem ten times
ten,

Just say that you're on the road to luck,
And kee1i on smiling, but DON'T GIYK UP.

BOOK I
Qeneral
Informatiorw
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T H E ADMINI ST RAT I ON BUILDIN G

The Administration Building is the hub of
the Clemson Universe. .A.II curricu lar actil'ttics are centered around it. This is the first
building that one sees when entering the campus.

Situated on a little knoll and surrounded
by statcl,v oaks it expresses that strong and
indomitable spirit of its founder, Thomas G.
C'lemson. It is here that the administration
off ices are located and tho f'ollege C'hapel.
It is within its walls that the facu lty tries
and does impart to every student the true
Clemson spirit.

LIVE FOR FAITH

So he died for his faith, that is fine;
More than most of us do.
But stay, can you add to that line
That he lived for it too?
In his death he bore witness at last
As a martyr to truth.
Did his life do the same in the past
From the days of his youth?
-Ernest H. Crosby ,
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SOM E AIM S OF THE Y. M. C. A.
1.

To live nobly .
To make life count.
To interpret religion

2.
3.
in pr esent day
terms.
4. To explore Jesus- not adulate him .
5. To disclose the realm of spiritual things.
6. To appreciate prayer as a force In
mould ing individual life.
7. To keep mind and soul In sweet accord.
8. To engineer life into the divine groove.
9. To weave a design with the warp and
woor of knowledge and consecration .
10. To realize that as we hold to Jesus we
are held by him.
E. W. Sikes, President.

LOYALTY

What would life be without lo;•a lty ? Loyalty is the fines t fire in the human breast; It
awards alike th e humble a nd the great; makes
the small man big and the big man bigger.
Take loya lty from the heart of a Saint and
you have the llkeness of a devil.
The greatest thing In llfe ls man's loyalty
to man; that heart quali ty of true manhood ;
that Innate stamp of fair play which prompts
us to hand out the squ are deal instead of the
double cross.
·

DR. E. W. SIKES
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L. C. Martin
Drug Co.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College
Book and Supply Store

Sheaffer & Parker Pens
College Jewelry
Stationery & Novelties
Modern Soda Fountain
with Sandwiches
Drinks, Cakes,
Cigars & Tobacco

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Heyward Mahon
Company
GREENVILLE

College Clothes of Distinction
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville

Meyers-Arnold
Greenville's Leading Store Since 1903
Featmes : A complete Men's Fmnishings Dep 't. offering Quality and Style
at Economy Prices.
Ask to see the "Jayson" Shirt.
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THE JOHN C, CALH OUN

MAN SION

This Is one of the historic places in
South Carolina.
A shrine which ls visited
yearly by hundreds of people aud the pride
of the Clemson cadets.
The mansion ls situated just south of and
adjacent to the dormitories. The original
building, called "Clergy Hall", was erected In
1807 by the Rev. James McElhenny, an early
pastor of the Old Stone Church.
Thomas G. Clemson acquired the present estate through his marriage in 1826 to the daughter of John C. Calhoun. The historic relics of
John C. Calhoun and Thomas G. Clemson are
being preserved in the mansion. There ls some
work being done to re-assemble the former
furnishings and refurnish the house as it was
in the days of John C. Calhoun.
At present, one of John C. Calhoun's
family Is the keeper of the mansion .
There
are regular hours for visitors and the keeper
Is only too glad to show them through and
answer any questions.

SMITHWICK JEWELERS
Diamonds, W at ches, J ewelry and Silver
203 N. Main St.
Greenville, S. C.
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DIR ECTORY OF COLLE GE OFFICERS

President ..... .. .......... . .. . Dr. E. W. Sikes
Commandant. .......•...... Col. R. John West
Acting Registrar ......... . ... .. Mr . G. E. l\letz
Treasurer . ......... ... ........... S. \V. Evans
Business Manager ...... . ...... J. C. Littlejohn
President of Board of Trustees .. W. W. Bradley
Deans of Sc hools

School
School
School
School
School
School

of
of
of
of
of
of

Agriculture . ...... . ... . . H. W. Barre
Chemistry ...... Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun
General Science .... Dr. D. W. Daniel
Engineering ......... Dr. S. B. Earle
Vocational Ed . .... W. H. Washington
Textiles ............. . .. H. H. Willis
P as tors of

Ch urches

Baptist ...................... Rev. J. K. Goode
Methodist ................ Rev. H. 0. Chambers
Presbyterian ....... . ..... Rev. S. J. L. Crouch
Ot her Offi cers

Extension ...................... D. W. Watkins
Librarian .......... . .... Miss Cornelia Graham
Hospital. .................. Dr. Lee W. Milford
llfess Officer ... . ............... J. D. Harcombe

GENERAL INFORMATION
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C!ldet Colonel ..... .. .... . ...... Williams, A.M.
('adet Lt. Colonels . ... Way, Geo. D., (Reg. Executive) Scott, R. F., Stevenson, C. 0.,
Chapman, M. C.
Cadet l\Iajors ................ Johnstone, T. K.,
Fanner, C. E., Graham, R. E.
Regimental Sgt. l\Iaj ............. Dunl ap, J. F.
R0gimental Supply Sgt........... Speer, W. A.
Color Sergeants ........... . ... IIIcClure, W. T.
and Shell, V. M

CLA SS OFFICERS

Se nio r Cl ass

T. K. Johnstone ................ . .... President
J D. Kinard ............... . ... Vice-President
Junior Cl ass

W. K. Lewis ........................ President
T. I. Martin ............. . ..... Vice-President
Sop ho mo re

Not Elected.
Se n ior Coun ci l
J. D. Kinard
D. D. Page
'l'. K Johnstone R. B. Murphy
B. 'l'. Horton
F . V. Tribble
W. B. Yarborough

G, D. Way
F. Scott
S. M. Orr

n.

Tiger
J. D. Kinard ..................... . .... . Editor
W. A. Rhinehardt. ......... . Business Manager
T aps

G. D. Way . ............... . ...... . ..... Editor
F. V. Tribble .....•.......... Business Manager

7
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Ballenger Motor Co.
Chrysler -

Dodge -

Plymouth

Sales and Service
Phone 230

Seneca, S. C.

'' OuT ten years' Service has been made
possible through the pat,onage of
this college and its Alumni.''

WE; THANK YOU

The Office Equipment Co., Inc.
W. G. King, President
Phone 105

Greenville, S. C.

A. M. WILLIAMS
Cadet Co lone I

GEO . D. WAY
Ex. Lt. Colonel

R. F. SCOTT
Lt. Colonel

M. C. CHAPMAN
Lt. Colonel

GENERAL INFORMATION
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KEEVER BICYCLE SHOP
Trunk Lock and Key Work
113 Buncombe St.
Greenville, S. C.
Automobile Keys a Specialty

Craig-Rush Furniture Co.
15 E. North St.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Bleckley Dry Cleaners
Dry Cleaning, Pressing and
Alterations
Phone 34-W
Call For and Delivery Service
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THE LIBRARY

"Unless you are willing to confess your Ignorance you will never be able to acquire
knowledge." Smith, "What Literature Can Do
J<'or Me ."
Every book that you read broadens you, It
lifts the horizon and permits you to see more
of life. Books enable you to get along better
with your fellow man. 'rhey are something
which may be shared by all.
Our library contains books of History, Art,
Science, Classics and books on technical subjects. The number of books and magazines
on engineering, textiles, chemistry, and Agricultme have been increased in the last year
or two. These books and magazines are of
the latest publications.
Be a reader of newspapers and magazines.
Keep up with the every day wo1'ld. There is
nothing that a Clemson man needs to do more
than to keep up with the current events of the
day_ Don't be narrow minded; read books
because you have four years before you . .Avail
yourself of this great store house of knowledge
make the best of It.
Upon entering the library one feels the
mighty presence of the necessity of Literature.
Something that awes one and commands the
respect. It is like meeting and coming in
contact with the greatest minds of all times;
those men who have helped to make this civilization what it is today.
It is only by coming in contact with such
high and noble works that one acquires that
air of an educated man. In so doing a person
gains something that no one can take away.

THE LIBRARY

GEO. D. WAY
Editor-in-Chief Taps

JOE D. KINARD
Editor-in-Chief Tiger

T. I<. JOHNSTONE
President
Senior Class
ALUMNI

ASSOCIATION

The Clemson Alumnl Association is an organization of graduates and former students
of Cl~mson. Its purposo is to keep the a lumni
in touoh with each other and with the coll ege,
lo assist alumni and the co ll ege in every way
possible, and to function as the official alumni
body.
Local chapters in principal towns in South
Carolina an d larger citi es of the nation assist
in keeping lhe alumni toget her.
'fhcse are
assisted through I he ('!emson olfice.
Annual meetings of the Association arc held
at

<'lemson

during

commencement

w eek.

Officers a re selected at the lime, and class
reunions are held during this season.
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Buy America's Choice Car

THE FORD V-8
For demonstration of its safety,
comfort, and stability
call at

Pendleton Motor Co.
Pendleton, S. C.

Phone 34

W reeker Service

Repair Shop

BOOK II
Information for
CJres hmerL
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YOUR ROOM

The students' rooms at Clemson are comfortable and are their home for nine months.
One may ma1rn his home more comfortable and
attractive by keeping the room in good condition, putting up shades and curtains, and pictures. Create the old home-like atmosphere so
that you can do better work.

INFORMATION FOR FRESHMEN 37
ADVICE TD FRESHMEN

Clemson welcomes you . As a member of the
Cadet Corps, as a student, as a man, and as
future leader of tomorrow.
You arc entering a new field of endeavor
wlth many new experiences awaiting your decision. 'l'his ls a 1·eal test of your manhood;
for the law of JIFe is "labor." Only to those
who strive comes the three main keys to success and happiness- Physical, Mental,
a nd
Spiritual training.
And with out some effort
on your part you will never develop a healthy
body, a strong mind, and a noble soul.
You will flnd many helpfu l friends at Clemson If you prove your worth- the faculty, the
UJJPN"Classmen , the Clemson "Y", the religious
organizations and the churches.
Clemson welcomes you in to a wonderful opportuni t.v with other men who are seeking the
same C'hanC'c to learn Uy doing "morn ing, noon

and night, clay in and day out, building character habits of correct thought and correct
action. anrl ne1·er giving up, striving not to
make the same error tw ice, eve,· keeping In
mind the goal, a trained body, mind, and soul ,
ready to meet and conqu er its battles of everyday llving."
You are now entering the greatest part of
your educational career. You are p laced on
your own from n ow on to make good-or fa il.
Th e path will be hard and rough and it will
take a ma n who can stand the gaff to stick
it out and make good.
But-Why did you come to college anyway?
'fo beat out for four years and l earn all the
habits that point towards failure? To learn
to rnnke mon ey?

i:eo get a.way from

home?

Or to be a "b il!" shot" when you retum home?
;\laybe you are just the opposite type of per-

38
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son and came to learn, to widen your scope
of knowledge, broaden your horizon, develop
culture and refinement, train your thinking
processes, increase your earning capacities
and your opportunity for service.
Wherever you stand, set your goal high and
then do your utmost to reach It. Learn the
traditions and customs of the college and fall
in with the right crowd and make the next
four years the happiest, most worthwhile years
of your !lfe. The opportunity Is yours- Make
the best of It- Clemson offers you this opportunity- Be a MAN and a GENTLEMAN.

T IPS TO TH E FRO SH

You haven't come here for a rest cure, dear
freshman. Clemson is no Country Club. Try
plugging and spend four happy years with us.
Clemson Is your just due, and blame for
failure ls on you. Your folks are sending you
here with the belief that you will succeed. Do
not disappoint them.
Remember-studies come first.
After that
you may find some spare time. Do not waste
It. Go out for athletics, If you are so Inclined. If you can sing, go out for the "Y"
Quartet. Find some activity that wll! Interest
:vou. The Library Is open all day and every
night between the hours of s!x and nine. Go
there and read If you wish. Then take out
books to be read In the barracks. Visit the
"Y"- You are always welcome there.
Here Is a list of some of the more common
rules that you should become familiar with
while at Clemson. Read them over and then
try putting them Into pract!ce and .see If you
can't get more out of your college life .
Write home often.
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2. Learn the traditions of your college.
3, Be courteous-it pays a good dividend.
4. Speak correctly ; use clean speech In
conversation.
5. Cultivate a happy disposition; no one
likes a grouch.
6. Protel't your health by eating properly.
Observe table manners.
7. Be appreciative and show your appreciation of little things.
8. Be self-dependent.
9. Study throughout the semester, then you
wont have to c1·am for exams.
10. Be wide awake; weigh every statement
and ghe lt pro11er value.
11, Establish habits of regularity and tem11erance.
12. Keep a budget of your eXJlenditures;
you will learn the value of a dollar.
13. Choose the right type of friends; "A
man Is judged by the company he keeps."
14. Be honest, congenial, and willing to
learn; nothing is ever given to you.
15. Think and Work- the two main keys to
success.
16. Be a Gentleman-the highest calling of
man.

MOORE-WILSON CO.
ANDERSON '8 EXCLUSIVE
STORE FOR WOMEN
Anderson, S. C.
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FRESHMEN

Now that you are at Clemson and a full
pledged member of the freshman class just
beginning what will seem to you at first to be
four long years of hard work and worry, can
)'OU explain just why you came to college?
Why you came to Clemson? Have you made
your choice as to just what your lifework Is
going to be?
The question may well emerge here : How
can I choose? What rules may I follow?
What answer shall be given? Vocational
choice cannot be determined by rnles such as
govern football games or other forms of athletic contests. Only flexible principles can be
followed. Some of these principles are :
First, there must be some knowledge of what
work there Is In the world to be done. One
Is to make a survey of the world's work;
classify the work. Or, if you like, follow Mr.
Babson's classification; (1) "The professional
group, which embraces law, medicine, teaching
and so forth; (2) The engineering group, which
Includes architecture, engineering, building and
kindred
occupations;
(3)
Manufacturing
group, which embodies the handling of employees; (4) Merchandising grou1>, which has
to do with selling, advertising, and other
forms of distribution; (5) Agricultural group,
such as farming, dairying, fruit growing, and
so forth." This helps us to see what work
there is in the world to be done; your task
now is to get yourself started into the right
group.
Then you will study yourself. You are not
fitted for everything.
Perhaps you are not
even fitted for two things. It ls nothing short
of a tragedy for a young man possessed of
scientific temperament to get switched into
business; or for a young man with authentic
business capacity to enter into one of the
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learned professions. Therefore, it is your task
to analyze yourself to know what you are
fitted to do. Your professors and your intimate friends can help you a great deal in this
task.

A final suggestion. llfake the choice of your
vocation a matter of earnest and continued
prayer. Horace Bushnell had a great sermon
on "Every Man's Life A Plan Of God." We
do well to consult the Architect to know what
this plan is. He will give you vocational
guidance if you seek it in prayer.
After your choice has been made, make the
best of it; and make your parents' sacrifices
worthwhile.
Your college career will mean
more to rou than just what you put in it. Be
careful In forming your habits for they stick
to you closer than your dearest friend.

Y. M. C. A. ACTIVITIES

Located in the heart of the campus between
the Main Building and the town proper is the
Clemson College Y. llf. C. A. Building. Here ,
dear freshman, is a wonderful opportunity for
you to find someth ing that you will enjoy doing
during your spare time. The Clemson "Y"
has a varied program ahd numerous activities
are carried out during the school year and
throughout the summer months.
The freshman forums organized on the company halls give you a chance to become actively associated with the "Y". You will be
asked to join one of these groups and to join
in with the fellowship found there. Here you
have a wonderful opportunity to develop your
qualities of leadership,
The freshman council, a group made up of
the most outstanding members of the freshman
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forums, Is sponsored by the Y. Thls councll
Is organized the last of the first semester and
meets weekly In the Y. J\I. C. A. Club-rooms.
The Y. M. C. A. Deputation Team offers you
the opportunity to express yourself both In
music and speech to the various schools and
churches It visits throughout the year. If you
have ability in any one of these fields, thls
alfords ample room for you to do so. Freshmen are l111•ited to try out for thls team.
Evening Watch, a short prayer service, is
held on each company hall every night during
the week. You have the opportunity of attending these meetings and taking part In
them.
The Y sponsors Blble study grou1>s in barracks each spring. These group meetings are
open to freshmen as well as to upperclassmen,
and a regular attendance wili prove of untold
value to you.
Vesper services are held In the Y Auditorium
every Sunday at 6 :00 p, m. You are always
welcomed to these services. The programs are
always very varied and unique. Travel reels
are run before and after the services. Both
local and outside speakers are secured, and numerous college delegations present programs.
The Intramural Sports program is proving

We invite y ou to stop a t

Bostic's Service Station
Pen dleton , S. C.
we have
GOODY EAR TIRES-TUBES
T EXACO PRODUCTS
ACCESSORIES
Let Us Serve You .
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qu!le popular on the Clemson campus. Here
you ure ofrered a chance to engage In more
than twenty indoor and outdoor sports, all of
which are under the direction of the Y. M. C.
A. and sponsored by it.
Regular week-end socials are conducted at
the Y each week. You are invited to attend
all of these socials. At these socials you are
given a chance to meet the girls of the campus and nearby towns a nd become more
closely associated with the cadets.
'.l'he pool , the basketball cou rts, the bowling
alleys, the wrestling mats, all are for you;
so gu down and use them.

UNWRITTEN LAWS FOR THE FRESHMEN
A Clemsonlte : -

1. Speaks to every cadet and professor at
every opportunity.
2. Loaves the door open while in a room
where the occupants are out.
3. Leaves a note when he borrows something from another·s room.
4. Never yells rude, insulting, or noisy remarks at girls passing In front of banacks,
and stays away from the windows when not
fully dressed.
5. Learns the college songs and yells as
soon as possible.
6. '.l'hanks the driver of a car who has given
him a ride and helps the driver If he has
trouble while the cadet ls with him.
7. Dresses neatly and is a gentleman while
on week-end leave or corps trips, and espe clally so when he has on the college uniform.
8. Neyer "razzes" a referee or umpire.
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9. I{eeps quiet during intercollegiate boxing
bouts.
10. l{eeps quiet while in the hospital or library.
11. Xever tampers with another's mall.
12. :Never throws paper or refuse or any
kind on the campus grounds.

13 . Never smokes In Main Building or
while In any class-room.
14. Is a Gentleman while on a train or bus.
15 . Pays his debts at local stores.
16. l{eeps quiet during any form of entertainment, especially a lyceum number.
1,. Xe\'cr opens another's trunk or grip
for any reason whatsoever.
18. Nel'er shines shoes or empties waste
water for others.
19. l{eeps his cap while in the mess hall
and never puts It in the window.
20. Always keeps his cap on while on guard
duty except when eating.
21. C'omes to attention and holds his salute
whiJe the "Star Spangled Banner," "To The
Colors," or "The Alma Mater" is being played
if he is in uniform, and uncovers and stands
at attention if he is in civilian clothes but
does not salute.
22. Salutes a professor or any Senior Officer upon meeting him on the campus.
23 . Never talks back to an officer.
24 Does not evade saluting a commissioned
army officer.

25. Is honest in the classroom regardless
of what he may see others, who are careless
of their honor, doing.
26. Keeps his shoes shined, his hair
combed, and his uniform pressed.
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27 Does not take all the food In a dish
at ttie table.
28 . lllay eat before the Corps begins when
marked quarters or on guard duty.
29. Keeps all parts of the uniform buttoned.
30. Attends all athletic con tests and fo llows
organized cheers of cheer leaders.
31. Respects the rights of others In a theatre by not tal king and laughing aloud at the
wrong time.

32. Always wears the correct numeral on
gray shirts but none on a white shirt.
33. Respects college property.
34 . Realizes that someone is making a sacrifice to give him the opportunity to be at
Clemson and consequently makes use of his
time to the best advantage by conscientious
work whether it be his study time or his leisure. He plays hard and he studies hard.

Some people speak of killing time.
I don't know of any greater crime,
\\"Ith work and beauty they might fill itAnd yet they sit around and kill It.

The House of Quality- Established 1844

THE R. L. BRYAN CO.
Books, Stationery, Printing, Binding
Office Furniture and Specialties
COLUMBIA, S. C.
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CHA RAC T ER AND CARE E R

Broadly speaking, the question of results of
attending college presents itself In a twofold
aspect. First as to character and second as
to career. It is during your freshman year
that you should decide whether you shall make
for yourself a noble character, a great career
or a combination of the two.
As to character: .Are you going to live a
straight life? .Are you going to reject every
kind of deceit and untruthfulness? Are you
going to keep your tongue from evil, to speak
no slander or impurity, no, nor listen to It?
Character is dependent upon such a decision
and it takes a man to choose.
One's career is also bound up with choice.
Yes, some do drift into their life's work. Still
others are shoved into It by parents, or circumstances, or a combination of both. A few
are born into their work like kings. What Is
better than all this :- One can and one should
choose his life's work.
Yet a well-chosen vocation is a weak asset
unless it be combined with a noble character.
Character-the secret of statesmen and the
patent of nobility in a gentleman. Men have
fought for it and women have died for It.
A poet once wrote : "For when the one great scorer comes
To write against your name,
He writes not what you won or lost,
But how you played the game."
Now ls the time for l'OU to begin building
a life-a life that will signify something and
hold a place In the memories of those who
knew you as a Clemson Cadet who possessed
the greatest traits of mankind-CHARACTER
AND CAREER.
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GUIDANCE

(By an unknown

author)

AS THOU GOEST STEP BY STEP, I WILL
OPEN UP THE WAY BEFORE THEE.- Proverbs 4 :12.
Child of my love, fear not the unknown morrow,

Dread not the new demand that life makes
of thee;
Thy Ignorance doth hold no cause of sorrow,
Since what thou knowest not is known by
me.
Thou canst not see today the hidden meaning
Of my command, but thou the light shall
gain;
Walk on In faith, upon my promise leaning,
And as thou goest, all shall be made plain.
One step thou seeth, then go forward boldly,
One step is far enough for faith to see;
Take that, and thy next duty shall be told
thee,
For step by step the Lord is leading thee.
Stand not in fear, the adversaries counting,
Dare every peril, save to disobey;
Thou shall march on, all obstacles surmounting,
For I, the Lord, will open up the way.
Wherefore, go gladly to the task assigned thee,
Having my promise, needing nothing more
Than just to !mow, Where'er the future find
thee,
In all thy journeyings I go before.
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PERSONNEL RECORD

There is a report kept in the Registrar's office besides the record of your grades. This
is known as a personnel record and includes
those traits which clo not always show on the
class card. This record is compiled from reports of professors in the class room and ad·
ministrative offices as well . When an employer
comes to look for a man for a particular job
oftimes he Is more interested in this record
than in the grades a man made.
You are making your record at all times,
whether in the class room or on the athletic
field or at the lyceum performance.
Watch
the record you make. You are the one that
determines what your record will be like.
Clemson is anxious to develop men of high
character and high ideals that will go out and
make the world a better place in which to
live.

W RITE

TO

YOUR MOTHER

"Oh, write to your mother, my boy, while you
can;
Too soon shall you live as a motherless man,
Too soon shall the letters you'll write be too
late,
For mothers not always may anxiously wait.
She is eager today for a word you can write,
Don't wait for tomorrow-but do It tonight!"

I had a problem In my life.
I pondered on it filled with care.
But once I"d gathered all the facts,
I saw the problem wasn't there.

NAME.
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A MAN 'S PRAYER

Teach me that sixty seconds make a minute
and sixty minutes make an hour. That sixteen ounces make a pound and one hundred
cents make a dollar. Help me so to live that
I can lie clown at night with a cleat· conscience, without a gun under my pillow, and
unhaunted by the faces of those to whom I
have brought pain. Grant that I may earn
my meal ticket on the square and that in
earning it, I may do unto others as I would
have them do unto me. Blind me to the
thoughts of the other fellow and reveal to me
my own.
Keep me young enough to laugh
with little children and sympathetic enough to
be considerate of old age-And when comes the
day of darkened shades and the smell of flowers, the tread of footsteps , and the crunching
of wheels In the yard, make the ceremony
short and epitaph simple :-"Here lies a
MAN."

AN EVERYDAY THOUGHT
Think not on yesterday, nor trouble borrow,
On what may be in store for you tomorrow;
But let today be your incessant careThe past is past, tomorrow's in the air.
Who gives today the best that in him lies,
Will flnd the road that leads to clearer skies.
-John K. Bangs.

t\.llgood's Service Station
Gas, Oil, Tires, Auto A ccessoriesWashing and Gre asn g

.

BOOK III
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Y . M. C. A. BUILDIN G

The Clemson College Y. M . C. A. building
was erected in 1915 with the aid of the Rockefeller Foundation.
This building was well
planned and constructed and is a great asset
to the college and cadets.
The ground, or
basement floor houses the recreational center
and cafe. This center includes a basketball
court, a volley ball court, hand ball courts,
and a swimming pool, with showers and lockers. This floor is yours to use and its use
should alford you pleasure and help you
greatly in your p!fyslcal development.
On the main floor, in the right wing, you
will flnd pool tables and a candy shop. Just
in rear of the center lobby is the auditorium.
An up-to-date Western Electric talking pie-lure apparatus has been Installed In tbe auditorium, and flrst-rnn pictures are shown all
during tbe week at very reasonable prices. A
recent general remodeling and polishing up of
the lobby has made a vast improvement in
the Interior of the building. In the left wing
are found the club rooms which are used for
various kinds of social gatherings.
An electric pich7.IP, an amplifier, and two
powerful speakers provide plenty of volume
to music for the social functions held in these
rooms on week-ends.
On the top floor are rooms for students and
others who wish to avail themselves of tho
convenience and comfort of rooming In the
"Y'".

The Y. M. C. A. building Is one of the most
beautiful and useful buildings on the campus.
In It there is an air of informality and friendliness which makes it a pleasant place to visit.
You will always find a sympathetic person at
the desk willing to help you in any way possible.
Use the "Y". It's YOURS.
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W E LCOME

To you Freshmen who have elected to spend
your college life at Clemson, the personnel of
the Young Men's Christian Association extends
a hearty welcome and best wishes for a happy
and successful four years.
Your idea In coming to college ls to develop
a well rounded personality. The four years
you spend In college are the best of your llfe.
The extent to which you take advantage of
your opportunltles and prlvlleges ln thls period will, ln great measure, determine your
whole future. To be of service In after years
you must coordinate the development of the
physical , mental, spiritual and social phases
of .your personality. A physical giant wlth
a child's mind is a monstrosity, but no more
so than the intellectual genius who ls a splrltual infant. The Y. M. C. A. seeks to develop the whole man, but emphasizes the development of the spiritual side. The object
of the Association is to unite all students
who wish to strengthen the spiritual life and
influence of the college, and to promote the
growth of Christian character and fellowship.
The Y. M. C. A. provides for a great variety
of activities which are too numerous to mention. The Y ls here for you. We lnvlte you
to take an active 11art in lt and make lt your
own organlzatlon.
Sincerely,
Charlton Commander,
President of Y. 111. C, A.

Y. M. C. A.

R. C. COMMANDER

President Y. M. C. A.
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DEPUTATION TEAM

The Deputation Team is composed of Clemson cadets who In their dally lives have the
same aim as has the "team·,, which is, "Service to Others'.' These young men have excellent opportunity when visiting various
churches, colleges, and other similar Institutions to help themselves and others by means
of the religious programs which they present.
The programs sponsored by this group are
planned and carried out by the cadets themselves. Many trips are made each year
throughout the State and adjoining States, some
extending over a period of several days.
A
cordial Invitation Is extended to anyone Interested in religious work and willing to participate In the work of this group either by
speaking, singing, or playing a musical Instrument. An excellent opportunity, both In
training and service, Is offered those who care
to serve. If you, whether a freshman or upperclassman, care to join this group please see
either of the "Y'' secretaries, the "Y" president, or the chairman of this committee.
Roy W. Cureton,
Chairman.

J. C. Penny Co.
Seneca, S. C.
"The Home of First Quality
Merchandise"

Y. M. C. A.

R. W. CURETON

Vice-President Y. M. C. A.

C. 0. Allen Co.
GOODYEAR TIRES
Greenville, S. C.
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P. Q. LANGSTON

Recording Secretary Y. M. C. A.

FRESHMAN NOTICE
Others Know That

HOKE SLOANS
is the place to buy

Shoes, Clothes, Shirts and Hats
Up-to-date Gent's Furnishings at
the right price
An Old Clemson Man and 100%
for Clemson

Y. M. C. A.
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VESPER SERVICES

The "Y" sponsors a non-denominational
vesper service in its auditorium every Sunday
evening just after cadet supper. These ser vices are always varied and most interestingly educational and Inspirationa l.
The
movie apparatus ls put to a good service in
connection with these programs. News reels,
travel reels and other selected shorts are run
before and after the services.
Speakers have been procured from the faculty, ministers on the campus, and prominent
men of the state and other sections of the
country. The corps has been most fortunate
In having the opportun ity to hear, through
vesper services, several nationally known figure~.

Many of the most attractive programs have
been made so by special delegations from neighboring schools and colleges. These delegations render programs of varying nature. Boys
delegations have given several inspirationa l
programs of musical selections and speeches ;
girls choirs and glee clubs have fi lled th e auditorium to capacity.
We are planning to make these programs
still more attractive and varied during '36.

HENRY'S SERVICE STATION
Sinclair Gas and Oils
CARS WASHED AND POLISHED
Your Business Appreciated.
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CABIN ET TRA I NI NG

Cabinet training ls observed in the form of
a number of talks by campus leaders and the
"Y" secretaries, and general discussion. This
Is done in order that the men who are to
work the following year may fully realize what
their duties are and what being in the Cabinet
can mean. Every business man knows that a
man must be trained for any job he is to
have, else he will not be so efficient as he
might be. So we, therefore, wish to have the
men who are new to the cabinet gain this
valuable information and instruction.
This year we had Dr. H. M. Brown, Mr.
P. B. Holtzendorlf, Mr. J. Roy Cooper, and
others, along with several good forums on
what the work is to be. We spent flve evenings in cabinet training, trying to let the
guidance of those who are experienced take
full effect, In order that we may well accompllsh the tasks ·that are before us. The Cabinet men are a ll serious In their efforts to follow the good advice given them.

ADVI SORY

BOARD

Prof. S. M. 111artin, Ch.
Dr. l<J. W. Sikes.
Prof. S. B. Earle.
Prof. J . E. Hunter.
llfr. J. C. Littlejohn.
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr.
Dr. B. 0. Williams.
Mr. G. H. Aull.
lllr. B. B. Burley.
Mr. T. L. Vaughan.
l\Ir. Geo. W. Speer.
Cadet R. C. Commander.

Y. M. C. A.
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MAJOR S. M. MARTIN
Chairman Advisory Board
MAJOR S. M. MARTIN

Major Martin is chairman of the Advisory
Hoard of the Y. M. C. A. and has been reelected as chairman of this Board for fourteen consecutive years. He is a real and true
friend to students, anxious to help them at
all times. He frequently invites students to
his home, and an evening spent with Major
and Mrs. Martin can never be forgotten by
those that visit them.
Major Martin has stood by and heartily
supported the Association In its growth
through the years. You men that are just
entering Clemson will want to cultivate his
acquaintance, for he would like to know you
and help you in any way.
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THE Y. M. C. A. CABINET

There are fourteen members of the Y. JI[.
C. .A. Cabinet, three selected by the Corps,
the President, the Vice-President, and the
Secretary , and the other n ine appointed by
the President with the approval of the old
cabinet. Each man has some definite work to
do and selects a comm ittee of men to aid him
in carrying out the work he has plan ned and
outlined. The Cabinet is chosen from the religious leaders who are, as a ru le, of the
Senior or ,Junior Class . Each succeeding Cabinet Is installed into office about t he first of
l\Iay. Mr. B. O. Williams officiated at the
last installation, which was on May 12, 1935.

G. H. Bailes Co.
Seneca, S. C.
Satisfaction Guaranteed

P. B. HOLTZENDORFF

General Secretary

J. ROY COOPER
Associate Secretary
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Y . M. C. A. CABIN ET

1935-36
R. C. Commander, Chairman of Conferences.
R. V. Jliartin, Chairman of Freshman Work.
J, J. Jlioorehead, Asst. Chairman of Freshman Work.
W, A. Lee, Chairman of Evening Watch.
C. A. Gray, Asst. Chairman of Evening
Watch.
L. A. Gambill, Chairman of Bible Study.
P. Q. Langston, Chairman of Religious Programs.
W. JII. Sim1ison, Asst. Chairman of Religious
Programs.
E. D, Wells, Chairman of Publicity.
H. B. J\Ialone, Co-chairman of Deputations.
R. W. Cureton, Co-chairman of De1iutations.
Asst. Co-chairman of
Deputations.
J. E. Waldrop, Chairman of lllembcrship and
Finance.
W. A. Speer, Chairman of Social Activities.

F RESHMAN COUNCIL

Out of an approximate four hundred men
in Freshman Forum groups, thirty men were
selected to constitute the Freshman Council.
These Council men were chosen by recommendation of upperclassmen and Interested faculty
members. The council is a laboratory In
which students work out and test out the
theories of life In college and out of college,
Each member has an opportunity to contribute
to its work by sharing in the thinking and
action of the council. Leadership is developed;
Christian citizenship Is the aim.

Y. M. C. A.

MEMBERSHIP AND
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FI NA NCE

The Y. M. C. A. is an organization seeking
to help yotmg men develop a four-fold program for their lives-mental, moral, physical,
and social. Every student who registers at
Clemson College ls entitled to building privileges for nine months. This privilege includes
Ihe use of the lobby, gym, swimming pool,
showers, pool room, company athletics of all
kinds, and numerous social functions sponsored by the Y.
The Active Membership is as the name implies-those who take an active part in carrying out the program of the Association.
Associate Members are those who are interested in the Association and who do take
some part in the activities of the Y in a minor
capacity.
Every student at Clemson College is given a
chance to be an Active or an Associate member of the organization, under the following
plan: The chairman of the Membership and
Finance Committee appoints two active members of the Y on each Company to call upon
each boy on his respective Company_ Explanatory membership cards have been printed
and each representative is supplied with a
sufficient number of these cards to give each
fellow one. On one side of this card Is the
space to be filled in by those who wish to
become Active Members, while the other side
may be filled In by those who wish to become
Associate Members.
Each boy is asked to
make a small contribution, when he signs for
membership, which aids In the carrying out
of the many programs of the Y.M.C,A.
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E. D. WELLS
Chairman
Publicity Committee

Y. M. C. A. PUBLICITY

Throughout the year the Y. 111. C. A. has
need of a group of men who are able and
willing to keep the news of the "Y'' before
the students. Such is the work of the Y. M,
C. A. Committee on Publicity.
The committee is chosen of boys and men
on the campus who are best fitted and ahlo
to cope with the problems which arise frequently in this type of work. Part of this
committee has already been chosen, at tho
time of writing, and part will not be chosen
until the beginn ing of the fall term . H. T
Malone and N. M. Jackson have been appointed to serve on the committee, and several
others Including one professor will be appointed in accordance with the need of the
committee.
Vespers, cte1iutations, contests, cabinet work,
and council work are among the things which
this committee has to keep before the eyes of
the students.
Freshmen, in particular, are
the ones which this committee has arranged
the work to appeal to. and such Is its wish.
You rs for what you want to know about the
Clemson Y,
E. D. Wells,
Chairman of Pnbllclty.

L. A. GAMBILL
Chairman
Bible Study

R. V. MARTIN
Chai r man
freshman Work
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H, B. Malone
Co-chairman
Deputations

W. M. Simpson
Asst. Chairman
Religious Programs

THE SOUTH CAROLINA
NATIONAL BANK
SENECA, S. C.
C. V. Stribling ............... Manager

J. F. Alexander ..... Assistant Manager

Y. M. C. A.
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FRESHMAN FORUM

The Freshman Forum ls organized on the
Company halls very soon after the freshmen
get settled in their new surroundings. These
groups are entirely voluntary organizations
which meet once each week.
Any freshman may join who wishes to take an active
part In the programs and attend most of the
meetings.
The purpose of the Forum Is to give Freshmen opportunities for self-expression by
meeting student leaders, sharing their experiences with faculty members and others interested, meeting In socials, and establishing acquaintances with freshmen on other companies.
These Forums stand consistently for the voluntary principles in the process of education.
They are not concerned with formal curriculum, but with students' attitude and activities. The development which the Forum affords students in barracks is vitally beneficial.
TH E JUNIOR COUNCIL

The 1934-35 Junior Council is a continuation of the Junior Council which was organized shortly after school began in 1932.
Old members of the Freshman Council, together with new men, formed the Sophomore
Council from which last year's Junior Council
was formed.

Council work develops men in many ways .
Not only does the work develop spiritual
leaders, but it gives valuable training to those
who are leaders In the various other fields
of endeavor at Clemson. The council seeks
to develop men of personality and character,
and it emphasizes a fine fe11owship between
man and man, and man and God.
The council meets weekly.
The program
usually consists of a talk by a faculty member, or a discussion led by a faculty member
or student.
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W. A. LEE
Chairman Evening Watch

EVENING WATCH

When a boy enters college bis thoughts are
directed toward studies and various outside
actil'ities, and he becomes so engrossed In
these things that the spiritual side of bis life
is neglected el'cn though he has been well
trained In this before coming to college.

Y. M. C. A.
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The Evening Watch group is one of the best
places a young man can cultivate this phase
of college life. The true Christian fellowship
and Christian ideas developed In Evening Watch
meetings are of untold importance in guiding
and directing the footsteps of students during
the tempting hours of their college career.
One must deepen his devotional life if he is
to develop into the highest type of manhood.
Evening Watch is a short devotional held
on the company halls each night just after
long roll. These groups gather for the purpose of strengthening their spiritual life
through Scripture reading and prayer. Sometimes certain books of the Bible are studied
in detail. At other times interesting speakers
are selected to speak on subjects helpful to a
student.
Each man attending the meetings
has a chance to take part and feel that he Is
really a part of the Evening Watch group.
In this way each Individual has a chance to
develop genuine Christian leadership.
As soon as possible, get in touch with the
Evening Watch leader on your hall. He will
be glad to assist you in any way possible.
Join a group and help make it the best one In
the barracks.

SOP HOMOR E COUNCI L

The Sophomore Council is the continuation
of last year's Freshman Council. The programs
arc very similar to those of the l'reshman
Council, except that the members take a far
more active part on the programs so as to
create initiative and to develop leadership.
The council usually takes several trips during the year, with the Idea of creating closer
fellowshlp and obtaining greater spiritual communion with God. These trips are enjoyable
and the experience so gained ls beneficial.
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BLUE RID GE

For more than twenty years, students from
colleges and universities in the Southern
States have been going to Blue Ridge during
the summer for a student conference which
usually extends over a ten-day period. These
conferences, besides furnishing a medium for
students to meet with one another, have offered training in educational and spiritual
matters. For a number of years men and women had separate conferences. '.l'hls has recenty been changed and now both men and women meet together.
Blue Ridge Is owned by the Y. llf. C. A.
Graduate School, and all'ords a common meetIng ground for those particularly interested
in Christian work. Each year students meet
together on these grounds for a period of fellowship together, and the place oll'ers to students and leaders favorable opportunity for
training In educational and spiritual necessities.
Clemson College has been well represented
each year by students that have had aims of
gaining information so that they might be better prepared to carry on a vital program lo
Christian leadership at Clemson .
Why not
make it your aim to attend at least one conference at Blue Ridge while you are a student
at Clemson? It will be a conference that you
will never regret having attended.
W. B. McConnell,
Pres., YMCA 1934-35.
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A Nourishing Body-Building
Food

ICE CREAM
It builds strong bones, sound teeth and

bright eyes.

It is good for everybody.

Greenville
Ice Cream Co.
711 West Washington Street
Greenville, S. C.
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Anderson, Belton, Greenville, Greer,
Spartanburg

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Gent'ral Hardware, Farming implements, Plumbing Supplies, Mill Supplies, Builders Hardware, Athletic Supplies, Stoves and Rallges, Household
Hupplies, Paint.
We Solicit Your Patronage and Assure
You of Our Appreciation of the Smallest Purchase.

Compliments of

Puritan Chemical Co.
DISINFECTANT AND
SANITARY SPECIALISTS

A TLANTA, GA.
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ROY S AND GIRLS WORK ON TH E
CLEM S ON CAMPU S

For some of you that read these lines and
have no definite ldea of just what "Boys and
Girls Work" really is, probably a few lines
of introduction would not be amiss.
Boys and Girls Work includes both Boy
Scout and Girl Scout work as well as any
other means that may be employed throughout
the year to aid in building our boys and girls
of the Clemson Campus into finer personalities. This training ls given in various ways.
Probably most of you are familiar with the
training that both Boy and Girl Scouts receive. Training for the younger boys has been
clone in only a small degree, but it Is hoped
that even this small amount has meant something to these young peo11le. The young girls
of the campus have been under the direction
of Mrs . F. T. Tingley, who directs them ln
activities before they reach the age of
ten. Mrs. W. S. Crawford has directed the
Girl Scouts for the past year.
Numerous Saturday morning hikes have
been taken by the school children under supervised leadership. These hikes have met with
much success and all the children have
seemed to enjoy them immensely. The many
interestiog historical spots on the cam1ius and
in the vicinity of Clemson have been visited
during this "hiking" year.
Several parties have been held for the children under the direction of leaders. Organized play was led by those in charge. These
parties have met with much success and It Is
hoped that more of them will be enjoyed next
year.
The "Y" has been host to visiting Scout
Troops as well as to visiting "HI-Y" groups,
The many facilities of the Clemson "Y" offer
to any visiting group an attraction that ls
not often found.
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This is in brief some of the work tJ1at has
been clone with the boys and girls on and
around the Clemson College campus under
the direction of the Y. 1\1. C. A.

GIRL SCOUTS

The Girl Scouts of Clemson have just completed one of the most successful and progressive years since their organization in 1932 .
During the past year the Scouts spent most
of their lime passing tests for promotion in
the troop and working for merit badges so as
lo establish themselves in the organization
and to give prestige and recognition to their
troop. At the end of the year ever:v girl had
completed her Tenderfoot Test, a large majol"ity hacl 11assed their second class and two
of the girls had comp leted their first class
test. '£he troop is registered with the National Organization and uses the patrol system
as suggested by that organization and which
most national troops have adopted. The troop
consists of three patrols with eight girls in
each patrol.
This year the scouts have concentrated on a
broad field of activities such as outdoor sports,
picnics, campfires, and craft work. Especially
are they proud of the craft shop and the
work which they have done there, making such
things as: tin toys, wooden hobby boxes, picture frames, leather purses, etc. They are
looking forward to expanding their resources
next year and making more difficult and useful
products.
The Girl Scouts often combine with the Boy
Scouts, led by l\Ir. Nuessner, for their parties
and a friendly feeling of cooperation exists
between the two troops.
Mrs. W. S. Crawford,
Scoutmlstress.
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TH E " Y" SOCIA LS
Why they are Sponsored :
'l'o provide more social life for a larger number of Clemson College Students.
To make it possible for young ladles from
the neighboring towns and from colleges In Ibis
state and neighboring states to have an opportunity to share in the wholesome social life
of Clemson College.
To provide this entertainment and recreation
at a minimum cost so that none may be denied
the pri 1•ilege of attending.
To introduce various forms of entertainment
such as:
music
(vocal or instrumental)
readings, tap dancing, comedy skits, folk
games, folk dances, contests, relays, puzzles,
table games, etc.
During the school year of 1934-35 the Clemson Y sponsored approximately fifty socials for
students,
faculty,
and high school groups.
Most of these socials were on Friday and
Saturday nights and sponsored for the cadets.
The Friday night socials are sponsored for
individual companies of the cadet corps_ The
Saturday night socials are called All-Company
Socials and are sponsored to provide entertainment for those students who remain on the
campus during the week-end.
The chief feature that commends these small
gatherings is the fact that people may get to
know each other better; and the club rooms
of the Y and the furniture are in keeping with
these small gatherings. While a number of
play and game programs have been sponsored,
the favorite program of the college student Is
the social round dance.
While the round
dance ls not expected to be discontinued, It
ls hoped that more and various forms of entertainment may be introduced . These additional parties of games and folk dances wlll
not only offer social activities for those who
do not dance, but will give students an opportunity to J)l!rtlclpate In a program of rec-
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reat!onal activities which they will find to be
of much value to them after graduation . The
flclct of recreation, soc ia ls, and game parties
I~ of more importance today than ever before.
Students shou ld be eager and anxious to familiarize themselves with a program of leisure
time activities.
It ls hoped that in the coming years students
will take a greater part in the planning of
these programs , invitin g young ladies, helping
11rovide transportn tion for them, etc. and thus
~et some practic111 experience which will also
be of great help to them after graduation.
The "Y" socia ls are sponsored frequently,
for small groups and begin and end early.
Reeorcls are kept showing the number of socials, the number of people attend ing , and
their names. We have had approximately fifty
soc ials during th e past year with an average
attendance of one hundred and fifty people.
~fany students ancl faculty members have
written very favorn ble comments on the "Y"
sorie ls, but s11ace will not allow a record of
attendance or the printing of these statements.
IV. S. Crawford.

W. A. SPEER
Chairman

Social Activities
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UNDER Y.

M. C. A. COUNCILS

FROM AN OUTGOING SENIOR to the INCOM1 1 G FRESHMAN:
As an active participant in the activities of
the Clemson Y. M. C. A., it is with pleasure
and sincerity that I extend you greetings froto
the SENIOR "Y'" COUN CIL OF 1935.
The Senior "Y" Council of 1935 represents
students of C'lemson who are Interested in
religious work. These men were freshmen ,
like you, in the fall of 1931; but they saw the
need of religious guidance in days of new
experiences.
They banded together with a
single purpose, and, to that end, developed
the deeper attitudes of their unsettled minds
into Christian bonds of everlasting friendship.
With these suggestions a nd hopes that you,
too, have that same deeper desire to preserre
and develop your spiritual thoughts into what
they have meant to ones ahead, this Council
says, "Luck to you as you tread onward to
higher and nobler attainments."
T. Scott Strange,
Sectv. & Treas.

G. F. Tolly and Son
ANDERSON

Funeral Directors
FREE AMBULANCE SERVICE
TRAINED NURSE ATTENDANT
Telephone 514

Y. M. C. A.

BOTILED

Clean

Pure

Refreshing
It had to he good to
get where it is.
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ANNUAL REPORT
of th e

CLEMSON COLLE GE YOUNG M EN~
CHRI STIAN ASSO,CIATION

July I, 1934, to J u ne 30, 1935
The Clemson College Young Men's Christian
Association differs from most student organizations in the scope of its physical activities,
yet it is strangely akin to many Associations
in the fact that the Movement remains the
ideal toward which we are continually strh•ing.
l\lost city associations that are motivated hy
this same ideal have a close kinship lo Student Christian associations such as the Y. M.
C. A. at Clemson .
A tremendous volume of business is transacted in, through, and by the Clemson Y. ~I.
C'. A.
A four-story building, housing some
thirty rooms and small apartments, a small
g,vmnasium,

exercise room,

swimming

pool,

cafe, barher shop, pictnre show auditorium,
a spacious lobby, dressing rooms, club rooms,
and rest rooms, necessarily requires quite a
lot of attention. It is necessary that we employ a number of people in order that the
building may physically appear attractive and
be or the utmost service to those in tho community.
Building privileges are accorded those who
pay the student activity fee and others who
contribute toward the maintenance and sup·
port of tlie work.
Associate membership ls
available to all students who are regularly
enrolled in the college and who signify a desire
to be affiliated with the Clemson College Y.
M C. A. Active membership is open to all
sti1denls who are members of evangelical
churches.
These are asked to signify their
desire to become Active Members by designating specific ways in which they wish to participate in the program of the Y. M, C. A. We
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have a cabinet composed of the officers and
the chairmen
of the different committees.
These men have assistants to help them in
the various tasks that they assume. Sunday
night vesper programs, evening watch groups,
Bible study, deputation teams, socials, work
with Freshmen. publications and publicity,
('hurch relations, membership and finance,
boys work, conferences-the enumeration of
some of these give an idea of the extent of
the attempted program at Clemson.
Dming the past year, Company social activities, In conjunction with the Young People's Societies of the Churches and Sunday
afternoon and Sunday night musical programs,
added greatly to the program of the Clemson
Y. JI!. C. A. Many faculty socials and parties
for the young folk of the campus enabled the
Y. J\f. C. A. at Clemson to be of service to pracllra lly every person in this community.
Through the work of the Physical Education
program we have tried to co-operate with the
college in promoting activities for an increasing number of students . l\fr. Fred Kirchner,
wbo directs this work, reports that more than
a thousand planned periods of physical activity
have been conducted this year. We are greatly
indebted to Dr. E. W. Sikes for his recognition of this work; and to the Board of Trustees, Jlfr. J. C. Littlejohn, Coach Neely, and
l\Ir. D. J. Watson for their co-operation and
help. Dr. Lee W. Milford, Dean of Physical
Education, has encouraged us at almost every
point and has assisted Mr. Kirchner very much
In his plans. The Company Athletic Officers
have been a very effecti1'e group In helping to
stimulate interest and in co-ordinating this
work.
Much of the religious activities of the Y. III.
C. A. has been promoted by students. lllr . J.
Roy Cooper, Associate Secretary of the Y . III.
(', A. has done much 1'aluable work in developing a ~uarlette and double qua,·tette. He
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has given a great deal of time in visiting neighboring schools, colleges, and churches, accompanied by members of the de])utation
team. l\Ir. Dwight Chapin has rendered very
valuable help to this committee by reason of
his ability to ])lay the ]llano ancl the pipe
organ and as a member of the quartette. Mr.
Parker Mauldin, as chairman of the deputation team and a member of the cabinet, was
a most valuable student leader. l\Ir. W. B.
i\Ic('onn ell , president of the Y. J\L C. A. was
untiring in his efforts to promote the various
programs of the Association. Bill ])roved to
be one of the best ])residents we have had In
recent years . Perry Langston, chairman of
the Sunday night vesper programs, probably
did more than any one Individual to help
carry forward the work of his particular
committee.
Perry did an excellent job and
evident ly sensed the need for a good strong
committee to help with this work next year.
l\lany students were of valuable assistance In
helping to entertain visiting delegations, visiting
musicians , and others who came to Clemson.
We are indebted to l\Ir. Crouch, Mr. Goode,
and Mr. Chambers for their co-operation In
giving talks at Sunday night vesper programs
and in numerous ways for their efforts to
stimu late the religious activities of the students at Clemson.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Crawford have been of
considerable value to the students and the
people of this community.
Mr. Crawford's
efforts In promoting the Company socials, Faculty socials, and his work with Freshmen
Forum groups as well as his counsel and advice to those in charge of projection, has made
him a Yaluable man in the program of the
Assoriation.
Mrs. Leila J\I. Mc('aw, who has served with
the Clemson Y. 1\1. C. A. for more than four
years, has come to be known and recognized
by students of this institution as a friend and
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helper in the entire program of the Association
Many people of the community as well as the
students have learned to know and love "Mrs.
Mac."
The Clemson College Y. M. C. A. is governed
by an Advisory Board. 'fhis board ls composed of: Dr. E. W. Sikes, President of the
college; Dr. S. B. Earle, Dean of the Engineering Department; Prof. S. M. Martin, Head
of the Mathematics Department and Chairman
of the Advisory Board; Jllr. J. C. Littlejohn,
Business Manager of the college; Mr. J. E.
Hunter, Professor of Mathematics; Mr. B . B.
Burley, Assistant Treasurer of the college;
Mr. Theo L. Vaughan, State 4-H Club Leader;
Mr. George W. Speer, Member of the Board
of Trustees of the college; Mr. O. H. Aull,
who for a number of years was Assistant Director of the Agricultural Department and Experiment Station; Mr. B. O. Williams, Head
of the Agricultural and Economics Division;
Cadet R. C. Commander, and Mr. P. B. Holtzenclorff, Jr., General Secretary of the Clemson
Y. M. C. A. We are greatly indebted to the
present members of the board and to many
former members of this board for their timely
interest in making the work of the Association
effective. Especially at this time we would
like to give recognition to the services of Dr.
R. N. Brackett, a former Chairman of the Advisory Board, to Dr. D. W. Daniel, another
chairman of the board; to Prof. A. B. Bryan,
who also served as chairman of the board; and
to Mr. S. W. Evans for the many services rendered the Association during its most critical
period. To you Alumni who read this report,
we wish to extend our thanks for the ways in
which you have helped to (urther the work of
the Clemson Y. M. C. A. during your student
days and later. Visit us whenever you have the
opportunity and call on us whenever we can be
of service to you individually or in any capacity.
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We are indebted to a great many ladles of
the campus for their many co-operative efforts.
We wish to express our appreciation to Mr.
Karl Nuessner for the fine work he has done
with the girls and boys of the community.
Mrs. W. S. Crawford has rendered some very
fine help to the Girl Scouts and to the young
people of this community. Mrs. F. T. Tingley
and Mrs. George Nutt have had charge of the
Brownies. This organization is sponsored bJ•
the Y.M.C.A. but these youngsters meet mostly
In homes. We have not had a report from
Mrs. Tingley and Mrs. Nutt but feel confident
they have been doing some very helpful work.
\Ye are glad to take this opportunity to acknowledge our debt of thanks to these friends
for the fine work they have done.
More than fifty members of the Faculty anfi
leading men of this community have taken an
active part In working with the Company
Councils and Class Councils, speaking to
Evening Watch groups, and genernlly have
added materially in fostering a fine spirit of
co-operation between students and faculty at
Clemson College. We are very proud of the
fine spirit that exists at Clemson. To you and
each of you who have helped in this work we
extend our heartiest thanks.
May the "\"'
be of some service to you ln a way that wlll
be most satisfactory.
Come to the Y.M.C.A. llfake lt a place you
like to visit. You can find many friends here.
There are numerous books of a religious and
helpful nature available for you. On Sunday
nights you can see news and travel reels free.
You can hear talks by some of the best speakers. In the "Y" you can take a shower; pa1·take of exercise, swimming, volley ball. busket
ball, ping-pong, checkers, and generally pasH
away many pleasant hours.
Many a person ls judged by the manner ln
which he spends his spare time. Develop a
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habit of employing yours in a wholesome manner.
The Clemson Y.M.C .A. has consistently taken
an active part in the work In South Carolina,
the work in the South, the affairs of the Association nationally, and the work of the Y.
M. C. A. in foreign lands.
Mr. Arthur Speer, who was president of the
Clemson Y. M. C. A. in 1905, for a number of
years was Y. !If. C. A. secretary at Silver Bay,
N. Y. Mr. Speer has a son who ls a member
of the Clemson Y. M. C. A. Cabinet for 1935-36.
Mr. J. E. Johnson, another former president of
lhe Y. at Clemson, is now general secretary of
the Y. M. C. A. at the University of Florida.
Mr. D. F. Folger, who was president of the
Clemson Y. in 1916, for a number of years was
a member of the faculty of the Y. !IL C. A.
Graduate School at Nashvllle, Tenn. Mr.
Folger is a graduate of Vanderbilt and of
Yale. Mr. ,J. M. Leland, another Clemson
graduate, Is general secretary of the Y.M.C.A.
at The Citadel, Charles ton, S. C. Mr . W. H.
Newton is business secretary of the Y. at
Greensboro, N. C.; Mr. W. E. Hines is secretary of the Foreign Y. !IL C. A. at Shanghai,
China; Dr. L. K. Boggs Is a medical missionary
in Korea; Mr. H. E. Robinson Is State Student
Secretary of the Y. M. C. A. for the State of
Virginia; Mr. Wade H. Bryant, a former president and a former secretary of the Clemson
Y, Is now pastor of the Barton Heights Baptist
Church, Richmond, Ya. If an Association Is
judged by the type of men that ft produces,
we are indeed justly proud of a large number
of men who have taken an active part in the
work of the Clemson Association during the
last thirty years. Many business men and
active Christian leaders In South Carollna are
former cabinet members of the Clemson Y. M.
C. A.

It has been my pleasure to serve In the capacity of assistant secretary, active general
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secretary, and general secretary of the Clemson "Y" for all or parts of twenty years.
During this period, which seems all too brief
as one reviews it mentally, fine qualities of
character have been exemplified by numerous
students and faculty members which I treasure
very highl,v.
Particularly has my life been
enriched by the courageous manner In which
some students have carried on In spite of
exceecling!y difficult burdens both mental and
physical. It has been a rare privilege to work
with most of these men. The recognition of
the Clemson Association In national circles I
think Is a tribute to our persistent elforts in
stril•!ng to build up a strong local Association.
I have appreciated very much the opportunity to serve on the Administrative Committee
of the National Student Council for the South.
As a member of this committee I have enjoyed
the opportunity of meeting a large number of
other secretaries and students. The privilege
of having Mr. Cooper work with this committee has helped the Clemson Association a great
deal and I feel that his elforts have been
appreciatecl very much by a large number of
Associations where he has visited.
In the promotion of State work the Clemson
Association, co-operating with the Yl\lCA and
YWCA, has been active In promoting Cam))
Adger and Barstow Retreats. On numerous
occasions the Clemson Association has representecl the South at national gatherings-twice
at Estes Park, Colorado; once at Lake Forest,
Ill.; once at Niagara Falls, Canada; once at
Peddle School In New Jersey; and once at Blue
Ridge, N_ C. Dr. S. B. Earle is vice president
of the Interstate Committee of North and
South Carolina. l\lr. C. W. Legerton, a Clemson alumnus, was president of this committee
last year. It has been my pleasure to serve
as vice president of the Association of Employed Secretaries of North and South Carolina, and to serve as a representative In the
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southeast of the National Council of Employed
Student YMCA Secretaries .
We hope that the Clemson Association may
continue to minister to the needs of the people
of' this community, and in the spirit of its
founder we earnestly beseech you to help us
make the spirit of the institution in keeping
with the ideal of the Jl[o1'eme nt of this Christion Brotherhood.
Respectfully,
P. B. Holtzendorff, Jr., Gen. Sec.
T H E INTRAMURA L GOV E RN I N G BOARD

The Intramural Governing Board is composed of the Company Athletic Officer from
each company and the Intramural Director.
The purpose of this group ls to map out the
policies and clirect the functions of the Intramural Sports Program at Clemson College.
'fhe Company Athletic Officer sees that Interest in Intramural Sports is created on his
company and that the men on his particular
company are at all times encouraged to participate in these various sports. Participatio11
In Intramural Sports ls entirely on a voluntary basis.
The Team Jl[anagers play a very important
part. Players on the different companies elect
Team Managers for each company team. The
Team Manager is placed in a position of leadershlJJ that requires quite a bit of thought
and work. The success of Intramural Sports
In each competitive unit depends to a large·
extent on the work of the Team Managers.
Under this system of student government it
has been found that a larger number of students are participating in Intramural Sports
each year. Company Athletic Officers, 'l'eam
~lanagers and Intramural Director form an
administrative group that is well qualified to,
promote Intramural Activities.
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INTRAMURAL SPORTS AT CLEMSON
COLLEGE
Every student at Clemson who ls physically
ab le is given an oppo,tunity to partici1>ate ln
various kinds of sports. The Intramural
Sports Program is so organized and conducted
that every student, regardless of his skill or
athletic ability, has the chance to play In
sports that flt his temperament and liking.
The Intramural Program is not merely promoted because it provides a wholesome way
of spending leisure time, eveu though this one
fact alone makes the work well worthwhile.
Intramural Sports at Clemson are fundamentally an educational project just as much so
as any work conducted by any department in
the college. In all education we seek to train
persons for finer living whether it be Electrical
Engineering, Chemistry, Textiles, Vocational
Education or Intramural Sports. l\Iuch useful
information and many fine qualities of character are to be derived by the participant In
Intramural Sports.
Beneficial exercise, enjoyment, group loyalty,
social contacts, and a love for clean sports are
a few of the fine results emerging from this
kind of educational venture. Long after the
physical skills of a sport are forgotten or the
person ls too old to take an active part those
fine qualities learned such as team work, cooperation, fair play, sacrifice, courage, determination , and love for clean llvlng still
linger on in the heart of that individual. Education for fine living I i\fost certainly so.
Students are urged to take an active part
In Intramural Sports.
Seek to be a wellrounded personality. Educate yourself Physi•
ca ll y as carefully as you do Menta lly.
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Perry-Mann Electric Co.
COLUMBIA, S. C.
Distributors of

General Electric Radios.
Appliances and
Construction Supplies

King's Laundry, Inc.
SENECA, S. C.

Dry Cleaning and Laundry
P hon e No. 231
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PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

Sydney J. L. Crouch, Pastor; Dr. R. N.
Brackett, Clerk of Sessions; Prof. J. E. Hunter, Treasurer; Prof. M . E. Bradley, Supt. of
Sunday School; Mr. B. B. Burley, Treasurer.
The Fort Hill Presbyterian Church seeks to
serve;--ITow? By trying to take the place of
the "old church at home." We want it to be
your church while you are at Clemson.
The pastor, officers, and members of the
congregation stand ready at all times to serve
the boys in any way possible.
'!'he regular services in the church fall under three heads: Public Worship each Sunday
morning at 11 :30; Sunday School at 10 :30;
Presbyterian
Student Association meetings
each Wednesday evening after supper.
At
these meetings some of the best and most enduring friendships are made. You will do well
to form the habit of attending these meetings
during your Freshman Year.
'!'he Pioneers
meet on Sunday evenings in the club room for
informal discussion on religious topics and a
social "get-to-gether."
The club room of the Presbyterian Church
is one of the most attractive social rooms on
the campus. It is equipped with comfortable
furniture, and the large open fireplace, floor
lamps, radio, etc ., make it look like a big
home parlor. Some half dozen magazines and
school papers, with daily newspapers from different parts of the State, are to be found on
the 'magazine rack. Make this your "home"
while on the caRlpus.
The Manse is next to the Church. The pastor and his wife would have each boy to know
and use it from the parlor to the kitchen.

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH WITH PASTOR INSET
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Rev. H. 0 . Ch ambers
Pastor
Methodi st Church

CLEM SON METHODI ST CHURCH
Th e c hur ch of th e f our colu mns.
H. 0. Chambers, pastor; F. l'tf. Kinard, Superinlendenl of Church School; Cadet Roy
Cureton, President of Jllethodist Young Peopie's Organization.
This church most cordially welcomes Jou to
any and all its activities. It is our pleasure
lo have you with us and to help .rou in an)'
way possible.
Call upon us and attend
our services. The pastor will be especially
glad to assist you in any of your problems
and responsibilities.
Your presence and in
terest in the church will be mutually helpful.
Chmch School every Sunday morning at
10 :30; Service of Worship every Sunday
morning at 11 :30; Young People's meeting
each Wednesday evening after supper.
The
Oconee County Young People Union meets
once a month at various churches affording an
opportunity to become acquainted with tho
young people from all sections of the county.
There is a club room in the church whil'h
all students are in,·ited to use at all times.
You are Inv ited to particlpate in the rcereational program of the church which will In
elude periodic social gatherings. Let us ail
work together for the good of all.
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BAPT IST CHURC H

John IC Goode, Pastor; S. B. E·arle, Superintendent of Sunday School; J. F. Norris and
llliss Maude Snelgrove, B. Y. P. U. Presidents ; D. A. Shelly, B. S. U. President.
Regu lar Church Service, Sunday morning
at 11 :30; Sunday School, with organized
classes for Cadets, 10 :30. B. Y. P. U., Wednesday evening after supper.
The Baptist Church extends to the Students
a cordial invitation to attend all the services
of the church and a warm welcome ls assured
A special invitation is extended to Freshmen
who, perhaps, are away from home and home
influences for the first time. The Church
"Attempts to bridge for the Freshman the
wide gap between the Comparative Safety or
Home Life and the Freedom of the Campus"
thus giving to the Students at Clemson a
Christian home influence. Form the habit or
coming to the regular services.
The Church and the pastor are ready at all
times to Serve the Students and the pastor's
home is always open to them.

A GOOD HABIT

You brought your Bible to Clemson with
you? Then read it. The Bible is strengthening and is a guide in the paths of righteousness. Read It every night and you will become a greater man.
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TH E EPI S COPAL CHURCH

Holy Trinity Parish extends a welcome to
the men of Clemson College, whate,·er their
denomination. The Church services are even
Sunday: early Communion at 7 :30, and mlrlday service (Communion every first Sunday}
at 11 :30. Ali are welcome. Special services
are held during Lent.
The Episcopal Club, which is not confined
to Episcopalians, meets every Wednesday night.
Its activities are largely discussions and program meetings in which freedom of expression
is invited. The Episcopal students are given
an opportunity to take part in the support of
the Church through the use of Student Offering envelopes. The students themselves make
their own pledges and decide the use of the
money thus collected. In the past, we have
helped buy a radio for the Parish House,
helped suppo1t the local Parish, and helped In
the purchase of two mules for missionaries in
Haiti, besides some hel1i in local charities.
Xo pressure is put on any student, but ea<'h
one is given the opportunity to take part.
A handball and basketball court in additinn
to the lounge meeting room offer the students
a pretty full round of activities in connection
with the Church.
At the time of this writing, the Church hns
no rector and the call has not yet been made
for next year's pastor.
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TRADE
The firms which advertised in this hook
made it possible.
Show them you ap·
preciate it.
Trade With Them

BOOK IV
<9rganizations
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ORGANIZATIONS

The Clemson College 4-H Club.
Dairy Club . Pres., W. A. l(ing.
Kappa Phi.
A. S. C. E.
Tiger Brotherhood. Pres. R. E. Graham.
Horticulture Club.
Central Dan ce Association.
Alhann. Pres. T. Forshaw.
The Minaret Club .
Sigma Phi.
Alpha '.l'au Alpha.
Sigma Epsllom.
Block ''C'' Club. Pres. C. R. Hinson.
A. I. E. E. Pres . S. l\L Orr.
A. S. 111. E. Pres . T. A. King.
Alpha Zeta, Chancellor 111. C. Chapman.
Tau Beta Pi. Pres . S. M. Orr.
Ca lhoun Literary
Society . Pres. R. \\'.
Cureton.
Palmetto Literary Society_ Pres. U. Y.
:Ma rtin.
Alpha Chi Psi. Pres. D. H. Henry.
Phi Psi. Pres. L. S . Duval.
A. S. A. E. Pres. J. H . Dickenson.
The Jungaleers. Business lll gr. D. W. Chapin.
Scabbard and Blade. Captain.
International Relation s Club.
Blu e Key. Pres. R. F. Scott.
Band
Taps
Tiger-Still out.
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TAPS
Year Book of the Students at Clem son College.
Taps Is the Year Book of a ll stud en ts in
Clemson, and portrays the life and the activities of the student body, but more especially
that of the Senior Class. It is published by
the Senior· Class, represented by the cadet stat!'
elected from the student body at the ending of
each school year.
With the inauguration of the Activity Fee
several years ago, each student pays a fee
which enables him to receive a Taps at the
encl of each year. 'l'he only other cost involved is a small fee for picture space, etc.
It is the purpose of the staff to reprnsent
each student that is in college in each publication, showing th e activities of each class
and the general happ enings and incidents that
occur during the year of publication. J<~ach
Issue contains pictures of all cadet officers,
athletic leaders, teams, military organizations,
clubs, facu lty members, and many other items
that should be of interest to all freshm en, now
and in the years to come.
It Is urged that all freshmen take an Interest in the school's Year Book and co-operate
with the students in charge of the same.

ATHANOR
'l'he Athanor, the chemistry club at Clemson ,
was organized in 1931 by the chemistry class
of 1934. The purpose of the Athanor Is to
promote high er scho larship, social interests
and a spirit of fri endship and se ,·vice among
those students whose major interest li e In the
field of chemistry.
T. FORESHAW, President.
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BOB MURPHY
Pres ident
Centra l Dance Ass' n.
CENTRAL DANCE ASSOCIATION

The Central Dance Association of Clemson
College was organized In the fall of 1932 for
the purpose of ·fortherlng the welfare of dances
on the campus . It Is composed of twelve
members, nine of whom are seniors and the
remaining three are Juniors. The members are
selected by recommendation of the Graduation
C. D. A. from the rising Senior class and are
appointed by the commandant.
The Central Dance .Association conducts and
supervises every dance held on the campus.
The dances are conducted on a nonprotlteerlng
basis. The accounts of all expenditures and
receipts are kept by the treasurer and are accessible to any cadet who wishes to consult
them.
R. B. MURPHY, President.
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A. S. M. E.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineering is a national organization for the students majoring in Mechanical Engineering.
The purpose of this organization is to
stimulate the study of Engineering, especially
the new and modern developments that are
made daily in the Engineering fteld.
The
Clemson branch ls a student branch of the
national organization.
The practical Engineering takes an active
Interest in the organization which gives the
student an opportunity to meet and to associate with the ])ractical men in this fteld.
The membership is limited to the Junior
and Senior Engineerlng students. 'l'o be a
full-pledge member a small fee ls required
which also includes a su bscrlption to the A.
S. M. E. magazine.
Meetings are held in Riggs Hall twice a
month at the most convenient time selected by
the students. Very interesting talks, illustrations, and reels are presented. In the spring
an annual Southern Student meeting is held
In the district which has the newest development in engineering. Every member in the
Routhern district has the privilege of writing
a technical pa])er and presenting it at these
meetings.
A. S. C. E.
The American Society of Civil Engineers,
which bas a chapter at Clemson College, is
the oldest Engineering Society in America,
having been established in 1852.
'fhe purpose of the student chapters of the
Society is to provide an opportunity for students to meet with ex])erlenced engineers who
are qualltled to give invaluable information
and advice to young men ente.-lng the engineering profession.
President.
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ALPHA ZETA

The purpose of Alph a Zeta Is to promote
higher ideals among agricultural students, to
encourage and foster scholastic endeavor, and
to establish a brotherhood of the soil.
Alpha Zeta is the national honorary fra ternity of America and Clemson is proud of
the chapter established here, lllembershl1> in
the fraternity is based primarily on chara,·1cr ,
leadership and personality from the upper twofifths of scholastic rating of the agricultural
c lass.
M. C. Chapman, Chancellor.

TAU

BETA

Pl

Tau Beta Pi is a national honorary engineering fraternity. It was founded at Lehigh
University In 1885 and now embraces sixtyseven active chapte rs. The Alpha Chapter of
South Carolina. located at Clemson College,
was chartered in 1928. The purpose of Tan
Beta P i is to mark in a titting manner those
who have conferred honor upon their Alma
Mater by distinguished schol arship and exemplary character as undergraduates in engineering, and to foster a spirit of liberal cu lture
in the engineering Coll ege of America. Only
students in the highest twenty-live perrent of
the Senior Civil, E'iectrical, and Meehanieai
Engineering classes are eligib le for membership, and of these on ly students possessing
character, integrity and responsibil ity are
elected.
S. M, Orr, President.
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CLUB

The objects of the Block " C" Club are
1. To lll'Omote congeniality and friendship.
2. To foster clean sportsmanship in all
branches of athletics .
3. To encourage conduct at all times be••omlng a gentleman and a true sportsman;
4. To impress upon its members the importance of maintaining a high standard of
seholarshlp and to assist in every possible way
lo achieve this aim.
5. To promote the advancement and welfare of Clemson at all times .
C. R. Hinson, President.

THE JUNGALEERS

The Jungaleer Orchestra is the student orchestra of Clemson College. Its membersh ip ls
always composed of boys who are students at
Clemson College and is selected by the student
directing and managing the grouJJ.
During the past year, the Jungaleers under
lhe direction of Jim Farmer, were recognized
as being among the best dance orchestras of
this section. They made several trips to
towns in this State and adjoining states to
furnish music for numerous dances, besides
manufacturing the harmony for many of the
annual Clemson hops.
The success of this organization clepends
upon the willingness of the chosen members
to co-operate, thus producing a better Jungaleer Orchestra.
D . N. Chapin, Business lllanager.
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THE BAND
The Clemson College Band ls composed entirely of cadets. These cadets have all had
some musical training in high school. Their
membership in the organization enables them
to continue their training while rendering to
the college and community a valuable service.
The band is run on the same basis as a regular
military company, A leader ls provided by the
school and his duty Is to help the students
during the practice periods. The ca1,taln of
the band and other officers provide the necessary military training and discipline.
The purpose of the band ls to play at any
formation specified by the Commandant.
It
also renders services at all athletic contests of
importance, concerts, and commencement exercises. During the school year the band
takes various trips. It goes to high schools,
athletic contests, and many public gatherings
held near Clemson.

THE MINAR ET CLUB
Although Professional in Its membership,
which is open to all students of architecture,
the Minaret Club is fundamentally a social
organization and functions as such. The club
was founded by the architectural students of
the class of 1923 for the purpose of creating
a spirit of cooperation within the department
by means of a wide range of extrn-currlcula
activities and a well planned schedule of social
functions, In this way many valuable contacts
are made which do not enter Into the dally
routine.
President.
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SIG MA PHI
Sig ma Phi is the oldest social fraternity on

the campus. Its purpose is to create a spirit
of fraternal friendship for the promotion of
the welfare of its members . Stifled for many
years by prejudice, Sigma Phi Is now coming
into prominence among the other fraternities
on the campus.
President.

ALPHA T AU ALPHA
Al pha is the National Professional Agricultural Education F~aternity among
men who are teaching, or are pre1iaring themselves to become teachers of vocational agriculture in the high schools of our State. Its
purpose is to promote the highest ideals and
standards of this field of work. It aspires
to lead those who have chosen the 1•ocatlon
of agriculture into fuller iives of success and
happiness by a better understanding of their
orofession.
President.
Alph a

Tau

SIGMA EPSILON
Sigm a Ep si lon is a fraternity organized for

the purpose of promoting good fellowship and
brotherly feeiing among its members.
This
club developed at Clemson in 1930 under the
name of Sigma Theta; but in 1931 a reorganization took place, a new chapter was
drawn up, and the name was changed to Sigma
Epsilon.
President.
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Pendleton Oil Mill
Pendleton, S. C.
Cotton Seed Products
Fertilizer and Fertilizer
Materials

COMPLJMEN'l'8

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKECOLLENDER CO.
223 Ivy Street
Atlanta, Georgia

Billiards

Bowling
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SCABBARD AND BLADE

Srabbard and Blade is a national honorary
military fraternity.
Membership is composed
of the outstanding military leaders at Clemson.
The purposes of this fraternity are to promote
military leadership and a spirit of national
defense.
D. Richardson, Captain.

THE INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS CLUB
Th e Intern ation al Relation s Club is a na-

lional organization for the purpose of studying
and discussing national and International problems. The Clemson College Chapter was organized in the spring of 1933 under the sponsorship of the Carnegie Endowment fo r International Peace. The club is limited to twenty
members and a "B'' average is necessary for
eligibility to membership.

BLUE KEY
Blue Key is a national honorary leadership
fraternity having as its principles service and
lead ership . It strives to promote the welfare
of the student body and the interests of the
Institution.
\Yith the idea of service uppermost in minds
of Its members, the local Chapter of B lue Key
lends support to any worthwhile plan for
bettering Clemson or the student body.
Requirements for membership are very strict,
no candidate being considered un less he has
achieved outstanding merit or success in several branches of student activities. The organization is entirely a service organization
and entirely
non-partisan. Applicants
are
graded on a point system of the corps.
R. F. Scott, President.
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PHI PSI

Phi Psi, a national honorary textile fraternity founclecl at the Philadelphia Textile
School in 1903, has exhibited a steady and
wide-spread growth, and at present lnrludes
eight active chapters from Texas to Massachusetts, besides several progressive alumni
chapters. The Iota Chapter of Clemson Col lege was granted a charter in 1927, and sinre
Its Inception It has played a dual role. Professionally it maintains a high scholastic
standing, on which membership is based, and
it takes a keen interest in current textile
problems, which Its numerous outside aclll'l ties and club rooms serve a much needed social
want.

L. S. Duval, President.
THE CLEMSON COLLEGE 4- H CLUB

The first 4-H Club for college boys was or
ganized In 1930 at Clemson College. Due to
the Interest of the many former 4-H club
members now in school at the A. & M. C'ollege, it was decided by this group to try in
some way to stimulate and keep alilC the
4-H Club spirit.
The club In its first year had an acthe membership of thirty-five, and eight honorary mem bers . It was with the aid of the club agents
and other extension men that this was accomplished.
As a goal, the club has planned to orcate
a revolving scholarship to be used in helping
worthy outstanding South Carolina students.
Work has already been begun on this. Be •
sides the scholarship fund , it Is the aim of the
club to further the interest in 4-H club artivities, to foster leadership among members
and to be of service to 4-H club members,
communities, the State, and the Nation.
President.
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E.

The Student Branch of the American Society
of Agricultural Engineers at Clemson was
founded in 1031. The purpose of this organ ization is as follows: (1) To stimu late interest in those phases of engineering connected
with agriculture. (2) To provide training in
public speaking. (3) To JJromote good fellowshl11 among cadets taking agricu ltu ral Engh1eerlng. All u11per classmen majoring in Agricultural Engineering are eli gible for membership.
J. H. Dicl<erson, President.

THE

DAIRY CLUB

The Dairy Club is an enthusiasti0 group of
yo1111g men who gather toge the,· at regular
meetings for the purposes of becoming sociall y
and professionally ac(] uainted with mon prominent in the Dairy Industry, getting trained in
public speaki ng and debating , and self- relian ce
from tasks which are assigned to each member.
W. A. King, President.

KAPPA PHI
Kappa Phi Is a local social fraternity
organized in 1921. The purpose of the club is

to create a bette r fellowship and a higher degree of friendsh ip among cadets at Clemson.
Since its organization l{appa Phi has been
1·ery successful in its attempt to set high er
standards of social life on the Clemson campus.
President.
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TI GER

BROTHERHOOD

Th e Tiger Broth er hood was organized in
1928 for the purpose of raising the ethics and
advancing the moral standards of the Clemson
cadets.
Members of this organization are chosen
from all classes, 011 their scholastic standing,
military record, behavior-in-genera.I, and com•
mon sense. The Brotherhood is an organization to which it is a distinct honor to belong.
R. E. Graham, President.

HO RTI CULTURE CLUB

The Clemson College Horticuliure C'lub was
organized for the purpose of stimulating in·
terest in horticulture and promoting a bond
of fellowship between the students and fa,·ulty
members at Clemson. Any student who is
thinking of specializing in hortir-ulture is
eligible for membership and is urged to join
the club. 1\leetings are held semi-monthly in
the Dairy Building.
President.

A. I. E. E.
The Clemson College branch of tho Ameri can Institute of Electrical Engineers is composed of instructors and engineering juniors
and seniors who are members of the National
institution. This branch is maintained with
the a im of acquainting the students with current engineering practices and problems.
S. llf. Orr, President.
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THE CALHOUN LITERARY SOCIETY
Liter ary Society is organized
to cultivate a taste for literary pursuits, to
incur the proper and independent investigation of truth, for improving ones public speaking, to aequire a knowledge of parliamentary
usages, and for the profit and pleasure of
social and intellectual intercourse.
This society offers you an excellent oppot·tuntty to express you,·sclf and train yourself
for the future. \\'c cordially invite you to
come out and join . Make this .1•our society.
Roy W. Cureton, President.
T he Calhoun

PALMETTO LITERARY SOCIETY

The Palmetto Literary Society aims to familiarize the student with all phases of parliamentary procedure and public spealdng by
nll'ording experience in speak ing, debating and
oratory. Membership is open to a ll cadets.
R. V. Martin , President.

ALPHA CH I PSI
Alph a Chi Psi, one of the oldest local fraternities on the campus, was orga n ized Ap ril
10, 1930 , for the purpose of petitioning a national social fraternity. The character of the
student is the outstanding element considered
in the selection of Alpha ('hi Psi members.
D. II . Henry, Pres id en t.
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PEARCE YOUNG ANGEL CO.
Wholesale

Fruits and Produce
Modern Cold Storage
Distributors of Budweiser Beer
Phones 886 & 887

Greenville, S. C.

SENECA HARDWARE CO.
Across the street from the Picturo Show
Mill

Supplies,

Builders'

Hardware,

China, Glassware, Electrical Supplies,
Kitchen Ware, BPS Paints, Sporting
Goods.

BOOKV
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COACHING STAFF
With the exception of Skeet Horner, who
acted as assistant bacldleld coach last season.
the coaching staff will remain unchanged:
however some he lpers will probably IJe found
in last years grads who will be baek for postgraduate work. The coaches are namely, Head
Coach Jess Neely, assistants, Bob Jones, .Joe
Davis, Frank Howard, and Captain Ramsay.
Joe Sherman, ath letic correspondent, was In
charge of the rat basketball team last year
but as yet it is uncertain as to who will hare
the job this season.
Coach Neeir, Howard, Davis, and ('apt.
Ramsar

w ill

put

the

varsity

gridiron

m(•n

thrnugh their paces this fa ll wh il e Bob .Tones
and assistants will be in charge of the freshman footballers. Coach Davis will attempt
to tum out another championship hard\\ood
qu int after the termination or football and
Boh Jones will then take over his boxers. In
the sp,·ing Howard will turn to his vlrtorious
track team and Coach Neely to his baseballcrs.
Howard will also have charge of the rat trn<'k
candidates and Joe Davis will h elp out the
freshmen diamond enthusiasts.

MINOR SPORTS STAFF
Coach Hoitzendorff does

his bit in aiding

the tan kartists each year and wi l I attempt to
bring championship honors to Clemson agnln.

Hoke Sloan has been in charge of the tennis team for the past se,,eral years anrl has
always gotten together a spark!!ng crew of
racket wielders . Hoke will be with the netmen again next spring.
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1935 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE

Sept. 21-P. C. at Clemson.
, ept. 28- V. P. r. at Blacksburg, Ya.
Oct. 5- Wake Forest at Cha.-lotte.
Oct. 12- Dukc a t Durham.
Oct. 24--Carolina at Co lumbia.
Nov. 2- Merce r at Augusta.
No1•. 9- Alabama at Tuscaloosa.
Nov. 16-Citadel at Charleston.
i'iov. 28- Furman at Greenville.

Belton Bottling Co.
Belton, S. C.
"Declare yourself a Dividend"
Drink

3 Centa
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FOOTBALL

Coach Neely and his boys began their victory march of the '34 season with a bare 6-0
win over a peppy Presbyterian outfit with
sophomore Net Beny showing up good in his
first varsity game. The next week-end the
Tigers journeyed to Atlanta and took a hard
12 to 7 defeat from the Georgia Tech aggregation, Randy Hinson, Clemson's All-American
mention, breaking into his leading role as star
ball toter by running 85 yards with an intercepted pass to give Clemson their touchdown,
The first week end in October saw a determi ned Yellow Peril football squad facing
Duke's Blue Devils; but after fighting four
hard quarters the cadets went down In defeat,
Hinson again making the lone touchdown with
the score standing 20-6. Then the Tigers
faced the Kentucky Wildcats and only hard
luck prevented a 0-0 deadlock; Kentucky, late
in the fourth quarter, marched from their own
45 yard line to slip over the counter and then
kicked the goal.
The Purple and Gold team was uudoubtedly
at its height on Big Thursday of }'air Week
in Columbi a when they romped on the Gamecocks for a 19 to O victory in the age-old
classic of the two schools. Capt. Henry Woodward and Alt. Capt. Stan Fellers, playing before a home crowd, were the shining lights,
but Hinson was again felt. N. C. Slate's
Woifpack was the next to feel the 'l'lger·s
power as they were slaughtered 12 to 6 as
Sophomores Lee and Berry turned in good performances along with Diliard and Stevens In
the backfield and Black, Fellers, and Shore In
the llne,
Going to their Waterloo at Tuscaloosa In
the middle of November the boys held out
against Alabama's Tide for 40 points to none.
The Elephants were a little too powerful but

CAPTAIN H, T. SHORE
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again Randy Hinson broke Into the limelight
with a 50 yard punt return. The Mercer
Bears were beaten 32-0 in the last game away
from home.
To wind up this terrific nine game suiride
schedule the Peril tore into the Furman Hurricane on a muddy home field on Thanksgiving
day and luckily came out with a 7-0 decision
ancl a State crown as Fellers scored on a long
run early in the game and added the extra
point.
Clemson did mighty well by placing fire
men on the All -State first team, two on the
second; one man on the .All-Southern seroucl
team, three on the third, and two honorable
mention; and one man, Hinson, on the AllAmerican honor list. The team was ranked
73rd In the nation.

O'Neal - Williams
Company
Greenville, S. C.
SPORTING GOODS
and RADIO

T. I. BROWN

Alternate Captain
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WE ARE GOING TO MAKE THE ROOSTERS
RUN TO THE BARN

(Tune: Hinky, Dinky, Parlez Yous)
We are going to make the roosters run to the
barn.
We are going to make the roosters crow In
alarm
The fire is in the Tiger's eye
We are going to make the feathers fly
Give the Gamecocks Hell, Clemson.
We

are going to make the gamecock yell,
Clemson
We are going to make the Gamecock ye]I,
Clemson
We are going to make the Gamecock yell,
We'll scatter feathers all to hell
Give the Gamecock Hell, Clemson.

TIGER RAH!!

Tiger Rah I Tiger Rah I
We will fight, fight, fight for every yard,
We'll hit 'em high- low
Rip 'em up and tear 'em down ,
Block 'em, sock 'em, root 'em,
ride 'em, route 'em,
Tiger Rah ! Tiger Rah I
Clemson's on the warpath
Bang-Hi I
Here's to the team behind the
Purple and the Orange
Hail I Hail I Hail I the Clemson gang.
-"Musical Ed" Freeman
Class '22
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BOB ANOERSON

Cheer Leader
WAS H INGTON AND L EE SWING

Oh when the sons of Clemson fall In line
We're going to win this game another time,
And for the C.A.C. I yell-I yell.
And for the Clemson-I yell
We're going to flght-flght- flght for every yard
We' ll circle end and hit . that line SO hardWe're going to rub OLD ......... .
on the sod.
C.A.C.
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SAMMIE DEAN

Ass't. Ch ee r Leader

C- C- C
L-L-L
E- E- E

C-C-C

i\I- M - M

s- s- s

0- 0- 0

· -N - N

C- L- E- M- S-0- N
CLEMSON

Fight, Tigers, Fight.
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TRACI<

A most successful season, one which surprised everyone, was completed by J<'rank
Howard and his Clemson cindermen with teams
from the University of Georgia, Presbyterian,
Carolina, and Furman falling before the Purple and Gold power in dual meets, and Georgia Tech taking the only victory from the
Tigers in a closely contested contest which was
decided only by the relay.
In the state meet in Clinton two records
fell before the cadets , with Captain Blackwell
breaking the ja,·elin toss, and Bob Carter, sophomore, taldng the state honors In the 120
yard high hurdles. Clemson also set a new
high point record for one team in the state
contest with an overwhelming score of 71 5/6
points, with the Carolina Gamecocks next
highest with 30.
In the Southern Conference meet the Tigers
took fou,·th place with a total of 20¼ points
garnered from a tie for first place in the high
jump, a third in the shot put javelin and mile,
fourth in the mile relay and javelin, and a tie
for fomth in the high jump and pole vault,
and fifths in the 100, 120 high hurdles, discus,
and 440.
The prospects for the coming season are very
good with only a few men being lost and
some good freshman material coming up. The
outstanding men of last year's team were
Blackwell, McMahan, Green, Ford, Robinson,
Dillard, Scott, Carter, Bryce, Snyder, S. W.
l[cConnell, Altman, Hinson, Bryant, and Wall.
1936 TRACK SCHEDULE

March 28- Georgla at Athens.
April 4- Georgia Tech at Clemson.
April 11- P. C. at Clemson.
April 18- ('arolina at Columbia.
April 25- Furman at Clemson.
Jllay 1 & 2- State J\leet at Clinton.
May 15 & 16- Southern Conference llleet at
Durham.
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The second state championship fell Into the
hands of the Clemson Tigers as Joe Davis and
his hardwood men took fifteen victories out
of seven teen starts and made a good showing
at the Southern Conference tournament as well.
Clyde Pennington was back in harness and
his ball handling was beyond reproach , as was
the performances of nearly every one of the
other men.
In sophomores Bryce and Wall Coach Davis
found reliable men who were capable of working with th e old boys, both earning their
blocks. As usual Bill Dillard was tho SJHtrhp!ug of the entire team, keep ing it going at all
times and bringing it out of many slumps.
A. C. Swails, lanky center, pil ed up the
points game after game, totaling twent)• and
over in thrne contests.
T. I. Brown amused the onlookers In every
game with his ball work and everlasting ener~.r.
Dillard was elected after the season was over
as captain with Bill Dobson , crack forward,
as alternate.

LISTEN CAROLINA IF YOU WANT TO HEAR

(Tune: Casey Jones)
Listen Carol!na If you want to hear,
The story of some brave Junga!eers
The whole darn corps in the Tiger's name
Came to Carolina to win this game.
Around your ends, cock- a-doodle-do
Thru your line, cock-a-doodle-do
In the air, cock-a-doodle-do,
The way we're going to beat you Is a doggone
sha,me.
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BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Kot complete but the following games are
ten tali Ye.
Open the season with the University of N.
C. in Chapel Hill .
Games 11layed here- Georgia Tech, Univers ity
of Georgia, K. C'. State, University of S. C.,
Furman, Wofford. ancl close with the U. of N.
C'. All these teams will be played a return
game.
Other games will include : Washington and
Lee, V. P. I., V. M. r., and Virginia.

Compliments

of

JEFFERSON HOTEL
Columbia, S. C.
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BOXING

The pugs with Bob Jones, mentor, made the
third clean sweep of state sports completing
a fairly successful season with two wins over
Georgia, one over Carolina, and ties with Duke
and P. C.
At the close of the season Ernest Altman
and Paul Lofton were elected co-captains or
the leather swingers, both men being the to11
in their classes, featherweight and junior middle r espectively . Both finished their ring careers at Clemson last year.
Jackie Williams was a good bantam weight.
Bubber Dawson showed up well in his second
year as a lightweight, Griner was fine In his
junior welterweight with Suggs helping him
out , T. S. McConnell in his first season showed
up surprisingly, keeping his middleweight 01>ponents on the run a great part of the matches.
colorful Kissam was somewhat imj)ro,·ed orer
the '33-'34 season in his light heavy encounters, and Big Swede He1111ley ·w as alwa.rs an

aggressive man.
nawson went to the Conference semi-finals
against Nedomatsky of Maryland, being the
on ly man who did not break unde1: the power

of the Old Liner during the entire matche•.
Locomotive-CLEMSON

C-L-E-M-S-O-N
C-L-E-M-S-O- N
C'- L-E- 111- S- O-N
CLEMSON
}'ight, }'ight, Fight.
ALLAH

GARU

Allah garu garu garah
Allah ga ru garu garnh
Hoorah I Hoorah I
Tiger Rah I
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BASEBALL

Taking seventeen games out of twenty-thr ee
attempts, with ni ne wi ns a nd two losses in
stnte contests, the Tiger diamond stars managed to take the state penant from the teeth
of Carolina with a game and a half margin.
Pitchers Swails, and Croxton, wi th B ull Durham doing some good relief work, comp leted
the season in fine shape and backs top "Genernl" Lee was hil(h man in the state batting
with an arnrage of .4.
Xewherry and Car olina offe r ed the b rick wa ll
opposition while F urman's Hurricane tied the
Tigers, but a playoff resulted in a Purp le and
Gold \'ictory . N. C. State, Duke, and Tech
were the only out of state teams to win over
Clemson with the high ly touted Michigan
Htate S pa rtans losing the Clemson opene r by a
:i-U score. 'l'he Tigers were the only state
haseballers to conquer the northerners.
Since only one man was lost from the '34
team, Seely had fa ir! )' easy sa il in g with several good sophs ph\y ing jam-up ball.
This
.\'ear all the men will he returning except
Rwails, Hood, and Cha,-ous.
Ji'or years we have been noted for our fine diamonds at prices that are amazing, carrying one
ot :he largest stocks in the Piedmont.
Wilen you think of diamonds- t hi nk of

COCHRAN .JEWELRY CO ., INC.
ANDERSON , S. C.

W . H . KEE SE CO., INC.
GREENVILLE , S. C.
ONE-THIRD OF A CENTURY YOUR JEWELER
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F RESHMAN SPORTS

~lore interest was taken in the freshmen
last year than ever before and the result was
an almost championship ln football and a
crown in track. :So state champlonshl1is were
con tested for ln the Qther sports.
'l'he football team closed the season with
their only state defeat, that to Furman b.1· a
14-13 score. The Cubs had Yictories over Erskine, Presbyterian, and Carolina, ancl a loss
to the Unirnrsitr of l'iorth Carolina Buh)
Heels.
The rat boxers did not have any
regular· schedu led
bouts. but lights with
Georgia showed them as being well worthy ot
the interest taken in them.
'fhe basketball
tenm had a goocl season with only three lo~s~s
out of nineteen starts .

The baseball team played four good contests
with the U. of Georgia nine losing three of
them by good scores and taking the o:her. l n
track the Bab)' Benirals were not to be outdone
by the old boys a ncl brought back their state
crown by winning out over Carolina, P.
and Furman in the Htate Mee'. in Clinton.

UP THE FIELD , DOWN THE FIE LD

"Gp the fie ld, down the field,
\Ye are filled with pep ancl zeal.
.\ s the Tigers go roaring along.
\Yith a bound, cut them clown.
For we u re sure to gain some ground.
A .-.. lhe Tigers go roaring along.

Chorus
Oh it's Hl Hi Hee for dear old C'.A.C'.
Give them three cheers loud and strong
!"o ft<rht , VOU Tige rs hole!.
For the Purple and the Gold,
.\ s the 'l'ip:ers go roar ing a long.

- H11<"k Brown. ':!T.

r..
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.\. complete line of Building Material
from the cellar through to the TOof.

Nimmons-Adams Lumber Co.
SE:N'ECA, S. C.

Quality -

Service -

Price

Use
SELIG'S QUALITY
PRODUCTS
Disinfectants
Insecticides
Liquid Toilet Soap
Liquild Scrub Soap
Floor Waxes and Polishes

THE SELIG CO.
A'rLANTA
Manufacturers
''In Your Service Since 1896''
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SWIMMING

Captain
Allison
and
alternate Wheeler
Thaekston led the aquatic stars ln a brilliant
sea.son, taking their second strnight state meet
and annexing the fourth sport crown for the
Tigers. Then they went to the Southern Confe.::ence meet in Durham and surprised all
comers with a total of 23 points and a third
place.
~fcHugh was an especially fine backstroke
artist and broke the old state record with a
1Ime of 2 :1.4 for the 1;;0 yards. .\llison hol rls
new records in the 220 and 440 free style
events, and George Durban and Bacot brokl'
40 and l 00 yard free style times. Eddie Heikkila, Jimmy Hunter, Johnny Fletcher, Dare
Watkins and Tom McXeeley dlu fine work to!'
('oach Holtzendorff during the season also.
The team missed the services of Slim Goodson who was ill the entire season. but a :rnc·
cessful season is ahead for next year with onl)
Allison and Thackston being lost.

1904

Thirty-one Years
Honorable Service

1935

Ballenger Hardware Co.
Sporting Goods, Cutlery, Glass, China,
Aluminum Ware, etc.
Agency Dupont Paints, Oliver and International Harvester Co., Farm Implements.
Heatrolas, Goodyear Tires, G. E. and
Norge Refrigerators, Sherwin Williams
Paints, Atwater Kent Radios.
Phone 6
RPnc>ea, :-4. f'

1·

/I!

n-U:R.t:: AP...f:. EXACTLY .SIXTY MINU1t5 \N E:ACU UOUR.
~AC~ UOUR. COMf:S ONLY ONCE:
"'
t\\)___t "(OU USlNG '{OU~S

~aw

r
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RAY CLEMSON

Ila.,, nemson
Rah. Tigers
Har, Rah , Clemson Tigers
Fight, Tigers , Fight.

FIGH T,

FI GHT,

FIGHT, TIGERS,

FIGHT

fight , Fight, Fight, Tigers , Fight
Fight, Fight, Figbt, Tigers, Fight
Fight Tigers, Fight ; Fight Tigers. Fight
FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT, FIGHT.

FI GHT ' EM TIGERS

Fight-'em Tigers- }'ight-'em '1'igers
Fight-'em- Fight-'cm- Fight- 'em Tigers.

TI GER
Oo- 00Oo- 00Oo-00-

00- 0000- 0000-00-

000000-

ROAR

00- Rah
00- Rah
00-Rah

Whistle
TIGERS.

Oh, we'll ride ole Furman on the rail ,
And we'll twist ole Fur man by the tail,
Hallelujah we'll come home,
With the bacon we'll come home,
And we' ll have that bell along.
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BOSCOBEL LAKE AND
GOLF COURSE
OK A.\: I> E RS OX -CLE ~JS OX H IGH\\'A Y
SIX

MILES

FROM

CLEMSON

VISIT

CABLER'S ICE CREAM: CO.
WHEN IN GREENVILLE
628 So . Ma in St .

Adams-Smith Chevrolet Co.
SENECA, R. C.

Sales and Service

